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Thank you for supporting 
Torah Academy!

Important Dates
Friday, Nov. 19: TT/PK dismissal 1:00 pm & K-8 dismissal 1:30 pm
                           NO ENRICHMENT!!!
Sunday, Nov. 21: Father-Son Learning! THIS SUNDAY!
                             Boys’ classes 8:15 am until 11:45 am
Wednesday, Nov. 24 TT/PK regular schedule
                                   8:15 am K-8 Staff Inservice
                                  10:30 am Grades K-8 Late Start (Gr 5-8 daven before school)
Thursday, Nov. 25: Judaic Studies only
                                K-8 dismissed at 12 NOON
                                TT-PK dismissed at 12:30 pm
Friday, Nov. 26: No School
Sunday, Nov. 21: Boys’ classes 8:15 am until 11:45 am
Thursday, Dec. 2: No School
Friday, Dec. 3: No School
Sunday, Dec. 5: No School
Monday, Dec. 6: Classes resume
Friday, Dec. 10: TT/PK dismissal 12:30 pm & K-8 dismissal 1:00 pm
                           Enrichment until 1:45 pm

Always check your 
school calendar for 
important upcoming 

dates and times.

How 
do you 
make 

Shemen 
Zayis?

1st 
Grade 
tried to 
squeeze 
oil 
out of 
olives!
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Rabbi Idstein, Menahel

A Torah Thought from Rabbi Idstein...

Mr. Cleary’s Corner

Mr. Cleary, General Studies Principal

In this week’s parsha of Vayishlach, we read of the 
eternal struggle of our patriarch, Yaakov, and his brother 
Esav. The Torah tells us, “Yaakov was left alone and a man 
wrestled with him until the break of dawn.” The Medrash 
comments: “Who was this man? He was the angel Somael, 
the angel of death, who appeared to Yaakov in the guise 
of a man.” He wrestled with him until dawn, which is 
interpreted to mean that his struggle would continue until 
the end of time — the coming of the Mashiach. 

Reb Elchonon Wasserman zt”l asks: Why did the angel 
delay in striking? If his intention was to do eternal harm, 
why not attack Avraham, our first patriarch, or Yitzchak, 
our second patriarch? Reb Elchonon answers that from here 
we learn that the force of evil and destruction was directed 
primarily upon Yaakov alone and what he represented. Each 
of the patriarchs distinguished their service of HaShem 
in a different fashion. Avraham, though observing all the 
traditions, carried out his “avoda” through kindness and 
philanthropy. Yitzchak, bound upon the altar, reflected his 
service to his Creator through prayer and sacrifice. Yaakov 
expressed his unique service of HaShem through study and 
scholarship. Each of our patriarchs endowed their progeny, 
the Klal Yisroel, with their special strengths and gifts. 
However, when the angel Somael evaluates his prospective 
target to determine where he can maximize his damage, 
it is Yaakov whom he chooses. Klal Yisroel can survive 

even if their social services wane. Our people can survive 
a first strike, even if our shuls are attacked and destroyed. 
However, a strike against our institutions of learning, 
study, and scholarship of Torah — that is nuclear! It is the 
death knell of the Jewish nation. The angel of death waited 
patiently and precisely for the right moment in history, the 
moment when our third patriarch, Yaakov, and only Yaakov, 
would be alone. At that moment, he struck to kill and 
destroy the eternity of our people. 

Through our long, difficult, and magnificent history, 
we have survived when our charitable institutions were 
under attack. We survived when our “batei kneisios” were 
assaulted. However, when the light of Torah is dimmed and 
the fountain of Jewish knowledge is drained, acculturation, 
assimilation, and intermarriage are certain to follow. 
Leading a moral life alone, devoid of our rich history of 
Jewish scholarship, law, customs, and traditions, aids and 
abets the work of those forces from above that attacked to 
destroy our patriarch Yaakov.

We, at Torah Academy, are so proud and humbled 
by the fact that we play such a “Yaakov-like” role in the 
education of our students. It is our fervent tefilla always that 
we should be matzliach and that the children will continue 
to grow and make us all so very proud!

Have a wonderful Shabbos,

Behavior in the classroom has come up several 
times this week which always gets me thinking.... If 
something is a recurring theme, it might need to make 
the Kolenu. We have been discussing how to improve 
student behavior at our middle school meetings. I have had 
conversations with several teachers about how to support 
them in their classroom management. We are even looking 
into making “challenging behaviors” a part of an upcoming 
in-service. 

At Torah Academy, we have unique behavioral 
issues. However, both in this community and throughout 
society, I believe we are seeing a need to emphasize 
respect.

R-E-S-P-E-C-T... Find out what it means to me:

 R: React silently 
 E: Everybody can’t talk at once
 S: Say only nice things about people
 P: Property should be taken care of and clean
 E: Effort everyday
 C: Calmly move through the hallways
 T: Teachers’ words matter

 Imagine if we focused on each of these letters. 
React silently to an assignment or an announcement. 
Everybody can’t talk at once and so we allow others to 
speak before we do. Saying only nice things about each 
other! Making sure that our classrooms and hallways 
are clean and we pick up after ourselves. Putting forth 
effort in all aspects of school, even if it’s difficult or new! 
Slowly and calmly moving through the hallways. Finally, 
understanding the importance of teachers’ words. A teacher 
(or adult for that matter) should never have to repeat a 
request or direction. 
 Please remind your children of what being 
respectful is all about. Respect is a midda and a mitzvah 
that should be practiced daily and is one of the most 
important learning targets we can aspire to!

Camp Agudah Midwest for Girls 
and Camp Maarava are open for 

enrollment! Don’t wait!
Agudah Boys’ camp registration starts 

December 2.
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Davening at  8:15, 
followed by  

breakfast and the 
Shiur at 9:15 AM   

until 10:15 

(4th graders need not 
attend davening and they 
& their parents may join 
us at 9:15 if  they prefer)  

DATE 17 Kislev, November 21, 2021 

TIME 

PLEASE  
NOTE 

Regular  classes will continue after the program! 
Pickup will be at 11:45 AM 

For Boys Grades 4 through 8 

Pre-Chanuka  
Sunday Morning  

Father & Son  
Learning Program! 

Join your son for davening, breakfast, and a Chanuka -related 
Shiur given by his rebbe! (Zaidies are welcome too!)  

@ Torah Academy 

This Sunday!
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Chanukah Gifts for Teachers--Your timely response is appreciated
Only 1 week to go!!!

Dear Parents,

As Chanukah is right around the corner, it is the time of the year when many take the opportunity to 
show their Hakaras Hatov (appreciation) to our Rabbeim, Moros, and teachers. Their contribution to 
our children’s education and growth is invaluable and, as the beneficiaries of their efforts, this is an 
opportune time to recognize them—especially these days, with all the Herculean efforts they have 
made and are making to ensure that the students of Torah Academy get a stellar education despite 
the curve balls that continue to come their way.

On behalf of the parents, students, and the school, we will be collecting a SUGGESTED 
amount of—

$30 per child in Torah Tots and Kindergarten
$30 per child in grades 1 through 5
$35 per child in grades 6 through 8

We ask that you send the money to the school office as soon as possible, and please no later 
than Thursday, November 25th (Thanksgiving), as Chanuka begins on the night of November 28th. 
Cash, check or Zelle (ads@tabanquet.org) is fine but be sure to send an explanation with it so that 
the money gets distributed appropriately. Credit cards are not the preferred mode of payment for 
this. We will arrange the gift and a card, to be given during Chanuka, and we hope that this will be a 
convenience for our parent body as well. 

If your child receives educational support through our tiered system or LEAP by Mrs. Ancier, Mrs. 
Greenberg, Rabbi Grant, Mrs. Karako, Mrs. Herron, Rabbi Smith, Mrs. Stoll, Dr. B. Thorne, Rabbi 
Waxman, Ms. Kittleson, Mr. Karlins, Mrs. Wexler, or Dr. Klatzko, please send either a separate 
check/cash/Zelle or mark in the memo or note if you would like to add a specific amount for them as 
well.

As always, we appreciate and value your partnership!

With best wishes for a “lichtegen” Chanukah,

Rabbi Pinchus Idstein
Menahel
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We apologize if we inadvertently omitted your simcha or gotten the details wrong! 
 To share news with the editor please  call 952-285-8603 or email office@torahacademymn.org

WANTED!
The Friday Quilting Club is in 

need of an iron! If you are able 
to donate one, we would be very 
grateful.

Thank you.
Mrs. Singer, Mrs. Crystal, & the 

Quilting Crew

Attention Parents:
Students who are leaving 

school in the middle of the 
day MUST BE SIGNED OUT BY 
A PARENT in the school office.

 This is for the safety of 
YOUR CHILDREN!!!!

Please don’t try to skirt this 
school policy!

Mazel Tov to Mr. and Mrs. Shuey and Ricki 
(Spar) Parnes on their marriage. May they be 
zocheh to build a bayis ne’eman b’Yisroel.

Mazel Tov to Mr. and Mrs. Binyomin and 
Raizy Weinberg on the birth and bris of their 
son Eliezer. Mazel Tov to grandparents Rabbi 
and Mrs. Moshe and Chaya Rena Weinberg and 
great-grandmothers Mrs. Debbie Weinberg and 
Mrs. Ruth Stein.

Mazel Tov to Rabbi and Mrs. Zev and 
Beena Sklare on the birth of a baby girl. May 
they see much nachas from all their children.

Three Important Reminders
•	 Parents are reminded that Torah Academy has a “no peanut policy” 

along with its “no nuts policy”. Foods that have peanuts, traces of 
peanuts, or may contain peanuts are not allowed in school, in any 
divisions, and in any grade. Foods that are manufactured in a facility 
that produces peanut products (but don’t actually contain peanuts) are 
allowed. Parents need to help us enforce this policy! Many students 
have been preparing their own lunches and bringing snacks that violate 
our policy. For the health and safety of all our students, we implore 
parents to be more vigilant in this area.

•	 Now that vaccinations are available for children and many of our 
students are being vaccinated, parents should email covid@
torahacademymn.org to update us if their children have been 
vaccinated. This information helps us if and when COVID appears in our 
student body.

•	 It is important to inform the administration of any member of your family 
who has COVID or who is being tested for COVID. Parents should send 
an email to covid@torahacademymn.org if this arises in their family.
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Classroom Close-up
Mrs. Lang ~ Middle School Science

This year, 7th and 8th grade students are learning life science! Life science is often a favorite for students 
because they are so easily able to apply it to their lives! 

We start small and go big!
Atoms→Organelles→Cells→Tissues→Organs→Organ Systems→Organisms→Populations→Communities→Ecosystems

So far, we have explored atoms, organelles, and cells. We will continue on to learn how DNA tells our body 
what to do and how to do it. We will learn how our genes make us who we are and how that information is 

expressed. We will learn how our bodies work as 
a whole system and how our small yet significant 

contribution to this world affects everything around us!
One of the most wonderful things about science is the 
natural way it allows students to learn in the way that 

makes the most sense to them! 
We explore ideas through labs, lectures, virtual 
simulations, videos, conversations, 3D models, 

projects, note taking, drawing, and even song writing! 
Grades show a well rounded story, allowing students 
to show just how much they know by expressing it in 
the way they best know how. While students may not 
have every method of learning work for them, 

they always find a way to connect to the 
information. 

Students keep track of their progress in 
class through formative assessments, 

knowing that if something isn’t making 
sense they can ask questions, do 

remediation, explore it a different way, 
and find a way to make it make sense! 
Summative assessments also provide 

students with a myriad of ways to show what they know: multiple choice, short answer, true and false, matching, 
fill in the blank, essay answer, and fill in the diagram to name a few.

If any family or friends have an expertise in any aspect of life science and would like to come speak to the class 
(or zoom us), please let me know! We love seeing science come alive and being inspired by those who do it!

Stay curious!
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Session II  
Motzai Shabbos Activities  
for 7th and 8th Grade Girls 

 

 
November 13–November 27 

 
Aerobics with Mrs. L. Stoll 

 
Where: Torah Academy Gym 
Time: 8:30- 9:15 p.m. 
Cost: One payment of $10 to participate in all 3 
aerobic classes 
 

Please bring along a mat or a towel to use for floor exercises. 
Don't forget to wear a pair of pants or leggings under your skirt. 

 
 

Looking forward! 
 
~The ladies’ class meets at 9:00 pm on Monday~

Making a clay menorah!
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continued on page 9

The View from The Classroom

3G Math

Torah Tot Two Year Olds
Chanukah is around the corner and you sure feel it here 

in TT2! What’s the mean kings name? Ask a TT2 student 
and they will tell you. Dizzy the driedel kept us moving and 
spinning this week! Have a great Shabbos.

Mrs. Basheva Weinberg, Mrs. Grant, Miss Malka 
Prero, & Mrs. Rotkin 

Torah Tot Three Year Olds 
We are enjoying learning all about the Chanukah story 

the children like acting out the story and looking at our 
Chanuka story book–we can’t wait to finish ours and send 
it home.

Mrs. Bodner, Mrs. Siegel, & Miss Hudi Silverberg
Mrs. Chodos, Mrs. Brand, & Miss Yocheved Silverberg
Pre-Kindergarten
Ches  is for Chanuka!
Our “Latkes jumping in the pan” project was so much 

fun. We used clay to make a make a menorah that we can 
really use! Next week we will paint it!

Our Pre-K students know what Yaakov did to prepare 
to meet Eisav… and so much more. Parshas Vayishlach was 
so exciting.

Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Mrs. Heisler & Mrs. Skapino
This week we are learning about bears. What 

interesting creatures! We are learning how they move, 
climb, hunt, and eat. We also learned the letter D, and some 
really fun sign language signs. Ask a Pre K student about it!

Mrs. Saad & Mrs. Avital Weinberg
Kindergarten
Alef bais review is zooming along …. Letter names , 

letter sounds, perfecting fine motor skills with writing each 
letter, playing review games like “alef bais lotto” and “alef 
bais tic tac toe”… and more!!!!  The kindergarteners are so 
excited as they prepare for their debut on the big stage….
the Chanuka show!!

Mrs. C.R. Weinberg & Mrs. Danziger
Kindergarten is learning about the basics of 

engineering with the help of dominos. We loved attempting 
to plan and design our own domino track. We learned some 
perseverance along the way as our dominos often toppled 
over before we were done!

It was great speaking with families at conferences and 
getting to share many proud student moments.

Ms. Kittleson & Mrs. Galili
First Grade
What a week in Kitah Alef, b”H!
Chanukah excitement is in the air as we learn about 

and prepare for these special days. We tried our hand at 
squeezing out some “shemen zayis zach”. As we continue 
to learn about the nes of Chanukah, we will be able to 

appreciate more fully why it would take so long to get more 
oil. 

Our kriah is becoming more challenging as we are 
reading more multi-syllable words. 

We love learning parsha, so many lessons to learn. Just 
like Yaakov crossed back over the river to retrieve his small 
jugs we can be more careful with our belongings too. 

Good Shabbos,
Mrs. Borenstein & Mrs. Goldberger
Class 1A has been working on solving subtraction 

problems by making number bonds and subtraction 
sentences. They are starting to understand the relationship 
between addition and subtraction.

This week our spelling pattern was words ending in 
-ing. We discussed the difference between fact and opinion, 
and we started identifying nouns and verbs.

Mrs. Crystal
This week the first graders practiced reading words that 

end in le. They wrote addition and subtraction sentences. 
They learned about the Pilgrims, Squanto, and the first 
Thanksgiving.

Mrs. Singer 
Second Grade
With such excitement, we dove into our new perek! 

We learned many different ways to do chessed and when 
it’s not a good time to do chessed. Ask your daughter how 
Avram was sensitive to others?

Miss H. Prero
We learned this week that Klal Yisroel is compared to 

dust; ask a second grader what is so special about dust.
Have a great Shabbos,
Rabbi Y.E. Mandelbaum
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This week the second graders read an article about 
tricks some animals use to stay alive. They learned the 
complicated rules about spelling changes to base words 
when adding endings. In math, they practiced using bar 
models to solve problems. We learned about Squanto’s role 
in helping the Pilgrims.

Mrs. Singer & Mrs. Lang
Third Grade
Thank you for such a wonderful partnership. What a 

pleasure it was to speak to you about your precious child.
We began working on our special Chanuka project as 

well and the laws and customs of Chanuka.
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Mrs. Prero
This week the third graders got to learn a Rashi inside! 

Keep up the great work! As Chanukah is around the corner, 
the third graders have started working on their Chanukah 
projects.

Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Friedler
The third graders have completed their first vocabulary 

unit.  Using fun games, like Sadlier Connect online 
concentration and jeopardy, we reviewed the words and 
took the assessment. We had fun making dot-to-dot Eiffel 
Towers, as we continued to learn about landmarks across 
the globe. I had the pleasure of meeting with the third grade 
parents over the past two weeks.  Thank you for all your 
support!

Mrs. Halek
Fourth Grade
In this week’s Parshas Hashavua, Parshas Vayishlach, 

there are a number of p’sukim that talk about the gifts and 
animals that Yaakov sent to Eisav. Why do the p’sukim go 
into such detail about all the animals and how many of each 
animal? Ask a girl in 4G or 8G!

Mrs. Idstein
This week, we studied the long composition of , 

which we recite on  morning. It is full of great praise to 
HaShem, except for five words of request. Why are these 
words inserted? Ask our 4th grade boys.

Rabbi Waxman
This week in 4G we reviewed two and three digit 

times two digit multiplication. We did some worksheets, 
IXL and played games. In science,we learned about energy 
transfer during collisions and the changes it causes. Was so 
nice seeing you at conferences this past week. Have a good 
Shabbos,

Mrs. Herron
This week, the girls in 4G added additional words 

to our growing word wall. They learned how to make 
predictions when reading, and lastly, they took their last 
quiz on the Southwest region of The United States. It was 
great seeing all the parents at parent/teacher conferences. 
Have a good Shabbos

Mrs. Karako

In 4B Math students are continuing learning about 
multiplication of 1-, 2-, and 3-digit numbers by 1-digit and 
2-digit numbers. This is still proving to be a bit tricky... but 
fun and challenging to learn. We’re trying to find different 
ways to apply these skills, and working hard to remember 
all the multiple steps involved. The better we understand 
multiplication, the easier it will be when we move on to 
division!

Mr. Usem
It was great touching base with most parents at 

conferences on Wednesday. In Social Studies, we learned 
about supply and demand, and the difference between wants 
and needs. In Language Arts, we read and listened to fables 
to find themes. We also learned about suffixes and nouns. 
One question to ask your 4th grader is: What is a theme? 

Mrs. Hechtman
Fifth Grade
In Mishnayos, we learned that if an animal kills a 

person when it is a Muad, the owners pay Kofer. The 
challenge is on—to learn Bava Kamma by heart. The boys 
are doing a fabulous job.

Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Mandelbaum
A full week in Fifth Grade! We are finishing up 

learning about Explorers in Social Studies, moving on to 
decimals in Math, discovering what holds the universe 
together in Science, and getting those Sensory Paragraphs 
done. We also finally discovered who ‘the girl’ was in “The 
Candymakers” - and soon we’ll be reading about the candy 
contest! A visit to China, with some interesting artifacts, 
and some more ABC projects, finished the week on a high 
note. Have a wonderful Shabbos.

Mrs. Gross
It was a busy week of learning in 5B despite having 

a shorter Wednesday. We tackled everything starting from 

continued on page 10

3B Math
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Remember, we are a 
“peanut & nut free” school! 

Do NOT send items 
like this to school!

continued on page 11

subtracting mixed numbers with unlike denominators. 
We learned all about The Boston Tea Party (it was no tea 
party!), how the water cycle works in the atmosphere, 
and how to decipher between a fact and an opinion when 
reading fiction or non-fiction. There is always plenty to 
learn in 5B. Have a good Shabbos.

Mrs. Karako
Sixth Grade
Kitah Vav has finished their Shiras Chana projects- 

Bringing lessons to life!
The next part of the perek talks about the aveiros 

of B’nai Eli. How do we understand the sins of great 
people? With a diamond, a pebble, and a jewelers loop, we 
discussed how Chazal teach us to view it.

Mrs. Botnick
The excitement was palpable in our classroom this 

week when we finished the first perek in Parshas Yisro! The 
girls were literally dancing with joy!! I’m sure they will 
do amazing on their test. We also learned the Melocha of 
Tochen (grinding). Ask your daughter why we are allowed 
to grind eggs on Shabbos?

Good Shabbos!
Miss C.T. Pam

We introduced a new Sugya
Read on if you will
About the water in the Mikvah
Forty Se’ah it needs to fill

But what if before that
Something else falls in
Will it become Posul
Through Mayim She’uvin?

Does it depend on the color
Of what was spilled inside?
Is it considered wine
Or water that was dyed?

Do we follow Rav’s opinion
Or that of Rabi Chiyya
We’ll work hard through the Gemara
Until we get the right idea!

Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Rabbi Lichtman
This week in Social Studies the 6th grade has been 

discussing personal finance. In Language Arts we are 
practicing the use of figurative language. We also wrote in 
our journals about what we believe our lives will be like in 
10 years.

Mr. Karlins
Seventh Grade
Moshe was promoted and all he’s worried about is if 

HaShem’s honor will be demoted in the eyes of the . 

What a leader!!
Moshe asks HaShem to us his  of   and 

please forgive B’nei Yisroel. What was HaShem’s answer?
Job well done on the 2nd volume of children’s books.
Mrs. Engelson
Eighth Grade
The eighth graders are already deep into Daf Daled 

in Makos. This week we have been discussing how many 
different punishments eidim zomamim can get.

Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Friedler
MS Geography & History
This week, 8th graders finished learning about North 

American geography. Students also discussed the shipping/
supply chain crisis in the US. 7th graders took their 
test on the Constitution and started learning about the 
Amendments. 

Ms. Berg
MS Language Arts
Seventh graders continue to read and discuss their class 

novels. Eighth graders also began reading their class novel, 
Steinbeck’s Ghost. They will discuss the book with their 
reading partner. One question to ask your middle school 
student is: What are you thoughts about the book so far? 

Mrs. Hechtman
MS Mathematics
It was great to see so many parents during 

conferences... always great to touch base (... and THIS 
YEAR IN-PERSON!) In 7th Grade Math students this 
week finished their study of properties of numbers, and 
have moved on to begin looking at exponents, exponential 
notation, and laws of exponents.  In 8th Grade Math 
students this week are working concluding their study of 
multiplication & division of rational numbers, and will 
begin looking at applying the laws of exponents that they 
learned last year to their understanding of rational numbers, 
learning a few additional power laws, and learning about 
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Rabbi Idstein’s Fun Facts:
Global Challenge –

• Mt. Everest in Tibet is the tallest mountain in the world. It is 29,035 feet 
tall – That is equivalent to (approximately) 5.5 miles!

• The world’s largest school is in Lucknow, India – it has 32,000 students!
• In Japan, students all take off their shoes before entering the classroom!
• In Thailand, you use a fork to push food onto your spoon!

Second grade working in groups during Superkids.

“negative exponents”.
Mr. Usem
MS Science
See our Classroom Closeup!
Mrs. Lang
Computers
The kindergarteners are becoming more familiar with 

the drawing program MS Paint.  This week, they created 
a canvas of a solid color and used the eraser function to 
remove the color to produce a drawing.

The first graders are still exploring the keyboard.  This 
week, we typed out the alphabet in the drawing program 
“Kid Pix”.  The app has a speech synthesizer, so the kids 
can hear what they typed.  This time is it was a “new” 
version of the alphabet song.

The second graders are working in MS Word on a story 
about “May Day in School”.  The kids learned how to add 
pictures to their stories. .

The third graders are reviewing all the major functions 
of the drawing program MS Paint.  They will be creating 
a drawing of their own animal to be included in the 
PowerPoint presentation about their animal.

The fourth graders started working on their fictitious 
candy company.  The candy company is losing sales and 
the kids are doing research to determine if the color of 
the candy is the issue.  They conducted a survey of their 
fellow classmates to determine their favorite color.  The 
data was then entered into a spreadsheet (MS Excel).  The 
kids learned to create a table in Excel and use the “Sum” 
function to add a column of numbers.

The fith and sixth graders are continuing to learn to 
program.  After learning to create a sequence of commands 
to accomplish a task, they’ve learned to use a repeat loop 
when doing the same thing over several times (saving 
coding each loop).  From there they added “events”, a 
section of code that is run when something specific happens 
in their program.

The seventh and eighth graders are working on coding 
human interaction with the program (mouse location and 
button activation) to make an event happen (like moving 
a shape around the screen).  They also started to work on 
conditional statements to change what happens based on a 
specific condition (like if they move the mouse to a specific 
shape and press the mouse button, the shape changes color).

Mr. Baldinger
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Another special thank you to Dovid Schulman for sponsoring the 
printing of the beautiful Yedios Keloliyos booklet. 

Pointers (which were explained to the students)  

 Pace yourself. 
 Don’t push off all the challenging Yedios until the end. 
We will again have quarterly benchmarks to keep everyone at a 

sensible pace. 
 The Rebbeim and Moros will not be able to test on everything a 

student wants immediately, there will be plenty of time to be 
tested. 

 The goal of the Yedios Keloliyos program is for the students to 
attain and retain many basic Jewish facts. This might necessitate 
asking a child to re-review and be retested, in order they have a 
better grasp of the material and will retain the information 
accurately and longer. 


